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ABSTRACT 
Consider a Doint set C in the complex plane whose complement K is connected 
and regular (i .e.  K possesses a Green ' s function with pole at infini ty).  Let 
denote the transfini te diameter of C .  Recall that d
m
 = l /U ' C®)! where <{>(z) 
irans >C onto tl ê exterior of the uni t circle.  Equivalent ly ,  d^ = Lin |  |T^(z) |  Ij.] 
where |  |g(z) |  |
c
 = max] <*(z) |  ,zeC and T..(z) is t^e Tchebycheff polynomial (or Faber 
nolynooial) for C .  Given f(z) defined on C ,  let P*(z) be the best polynomial 
approximation to f(z) on C i .e. ,  | |f(z)-P (z) | |
c
 is minimized for polynomials 




if and only if f(z) is entire of order p > O and type O < T < ° °  
The method of proof essent ially combines basic techniques from the theory 
of entire functions wi th machinery used to establish degree of convergence 
theoremsfor polynomial approximations to analyt ic functions.  Thus it is shown 
that this degree of convergence is achieved (with a factor 1+e,  arbitrary e>o) 
by a polynomial expansion of the form 
where p(z) is a polynomial of degree X and ^ ( z ) is of defree A-l .  The level 
curves of |p(z)|  define a lemniscate which approximates the boundary of C .  A 
number of lemmas are established which relate the nature of the coefficient 
polynomials q
v
(z) to the order and type of f(z).  
OO 
f ( z ) I o k ( z ) P ( Z ) 
k-1 
k= l 
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INTRODUCTION .  The main resul t of this paper is to characterize the set of entire 
functions of order p > o and type o<t«» in terms of their degree of convergence 
on rather general sets.  The prel iminary results include extensions of some 
classical properties of entire functions.  A generalization is indicated at 
the end for the approximation of a function wi th a finite numher of singularities 
by sequences of rational funct ions.  It is assumed that the reader is familiar 
wi th the terminology and results of [1] and [4].  
One may obtain results about the degree of approximation on disks by the 
direct appl ication of techniques from the theory of entire funct ions.  Let P
n
(z) 











 = max | f(z)-P
n
(z) |  
Z E
Then for D = {z|  |z|j*r} one sees that f(x) is entire of order p and type r if 
and only if 
l /
P 
lim / T ~ = M — 
11 n
These same techniques apply to more general sets ,  but the constants obtained 
are no longer sharp ,  see [3].  
Bernstein [2] obtains simi lar results for approximation on [-1 ,1] by 
considering the expansion of f(z) in terms of Tchebycheff polynomials of best 
2 1/2 
least squares approximation wi th weight (1-x ) .  He ,  however,  does not obtain 
a sharp result in the sense that the constants are determined .  
In this paper we establish the following 
THEOREM 1.  let C be a closedbounded point set whose complement is 
connected and regular and let d<x>(C) be the transfinite diameter of C .  Given 
f(z) defined on C then for the sequence of polynomials
 p
*Cz) of degree n of best 
approximation to f(z) on C we have 
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if and only if f(z) is ent ire of order p>o and type O<T< M . 
2 .  PRELL ' lINARY RESULTS.  Let p(z) be a polynomial of degree A and T
R
 the lemniscate 
r
R
 = { z |  |p(z) |  = R} .  
The follov. 'ing resul t may be establ ished about the length j | r
R
|  |  of r
R 1 
LEMHA 1 As R -*• |  )r
D
|  |  = 2TT
1 / X
(1 + o(l)) .  • •
 1
 K 
We consider expansions of the function f(z) in terms of a power series in p(z) 
wi th polynomial coefficients ,  e .g .  
to 





where q (z) is a uniquely determined polynomial of decree A-l or less.  The K 
fol lowing notat ion is useful : 
M(r
R
) = | | f(z) | [
r
 .  
VJe now obtain est imates of the coefficients in the expansion CI) in terms of 
propert ies of f Cz).  
LE '
r
'A 2 .  Let f(z) be analyt ic in r
R
.  Then there exists a polynomial 





 < H Q O l l p .  11
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Proof .  Vie have 
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r > I f [pCt) -p(z)]f(t)dt • „ • =
 zii r
fi
 \\ \ >
 z i n t e r i o r
 R '  
R [p(t)] (t-z) 
How pft) - p(z) is a polynomial in t of degree \ with a zero at t = z.  
Hence p(t) - p(z) = (t-z)QCt ,z) and we have 
a R [p(tj] a 2irR R .  
LEMMA 3 .  ffz) is an entire function of order p>o and type 0 < T « °  if 
and only if 
log Htr ) 




Proof: From Lemma 1 we have that zeT
R
 implies that |z|  = R (l+o(l)) as 
R tends to Thus we have 
1 0 6
 .  TO ,„.  "(I' l-S) lim = lim log 




if we set S = R (1+
0
(1)).  The factor (l+oCl  tends 
to 1 and it is well known [1] that the limit on the right is T if and only 
if f(z) is of order p and type .  
COROLLARY f(z) is an entire function of order p if and only if 
 log
LE?gIA 4 .  Let a be fixed.  Then f(z) is entire of order p>0 if and only if 
(5) p =.  X Lim 
n-**> 




Proof.  Let jj denote the lim sup and let p denote the order of f(z) as an 
ent ire funct ion .  V/e first show that  ± .  We may assume v > 0 .  Given 
y/2 > e > 0 ,  (5) impl ies that there is an infini ty of n such that 
log I h
n
U ) I l
r
 I -
n loft n 
y-e 
It fol lows from (2) that ,  for R >_ a, 
l |r
R









log lie r j > n loc R - log n - log '•
 R





 2ir R 








 - log — ^ — I |Q |  |
r
 .  
R 
Thus ,  for these values of R ,  we have 
e-u l |r
R
| |  log log M(r
R
) >_ (p-E) loo R + p-
e




It fol lows from Lemmas 1 and 2 that ,  as R-*»,  
5 
l o g i ^ l i |  |Q|  |p = log [R(l
 +
 o(l))].  
R 




log R > p-e + o(l) 
It follows from Lemma 3 that p/X >_ p-e + 0(1) as R-*>°  and completes the first 
part of the proof.  
V,'e now show that p>p/X .  '.'Je may assume that p<® .  Riven e>o ,  there is 
an N such that for all n>N o o 
I l%(z) I !
r
 1 n 
n 
p+e 
The above inequality implies in (1) that f(z) is ent ire.  '  We may assume that 
this inequality holds for all n by modifying f(z) by a polynomial (this does 
not affect the order of f(z) as an entire funct ion).  I'Je have ,  by [4,  Lemma 
p .  77] that 
>«cr
 R




 H p W l i ; < I l lq
n
U)l!





The maximum value of n
 M + E
 R
n








N ,  ,  ,  1 y+£ n ,  +X-1 <» p+e N-+X-1 




 I n <_ K_R 
n=l n=l 














1 This implies that M(T
R
) < K R for some constant K or 
< +
 1 ,  log log R ,
 +
 N T X ^ T R J 
log R - log R log R
 R 
It follows from (4) that given
 n




p/A - n < < p
+
e + o(l) • 
This implies that p/A <_ vi and concludes the proof.  
Wi th the aid of this £emma we can now establish a sharper resul t concern-
ing the nature of the coefficient polynomials ^ U ) -
LEMMA  f(z) is an entire function of order p>o and type <« if 
and only if 




 = ^ L 
n-wn Ct 
Proof: First assume that f(z) is entire of order p>o and type <».  Throughout 
this proof we use the notat ion 
p = Lim n( j k
n
( z ) I l
r
 ) 
r wo a 
P_ 
An 












| |  i lQCz) | [
r 
R 
Let e>o be given ,  then for infinitely many values of n we have 
7 
P_ 








and for these values of n ,  An 
M(r_) > R '  - n g i
R 
P 
Choose a corresponding sequence of values of R so that = ne/(u-e),  thSn we 
have for these R 
" C V i
 2 i r e 
Xn 
P 






> „">• » o ( 1 ) = biOzSl l o ( 1 , 
R
P /
» " " 
As R tends to infinity the limit on the left is the type r by Lemma 3 and hence 
V<peT/X+E. A simi lar argument can be carried through by noting that for n 
sufficiently large we have 
_P 
Xn 





and we obtain M>peT/X-e.  Since e is arbi trary,  this establishes the only if 
portion of the lemma.  
To establish the if portion note that <uve £>o we have (8) for n sufficiently 
large and hence 
i 1 ^ Xn ,  „ n loo — > — lot* 
q T u I T L - p " 
or 
'n '  r 'a 
P > "
 l Q g
 - (n log n)(l*o(l)) 
X - ,  1 ~ 1 
|  |q
n
(z) |  |
r
 l 0
* T T q ^ U T 
a a 
It follows from Lemma 4 that f(z) is of order at most p .  Similarly for 
infinitely many values of n we have (7) and hence 
> .  1 
(n log n)(l+o(l)) 
X - lot; 
I 1%1-ZJ I !p 
a 
It follows from Lemma 4 that the order of f(z) is at least p and hence f(z) 
is of order p .  
To determine the type T of f(z) we have (8) for n sufficiently large.  
!'Je may ,  in fact ,  assume that (8) holds for all n because we can add a poly-
nomial to f(z) without affectinrt its order or type.  Then for ZE
r
 we have 
|f(z)|  1 I |q
n










 n=l a 
Xn 







The maximum term in this series occurs forn-^ = (u+e)
r
 /e .  Choose Mj 
so that Nj n^<Nj+l and observe that 
9 
M
 An ,  x/p 
,  ,
 1
 ~ ,  /e] 
R T ^ R
n
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n=Nj+l 
Thus 





 = | | f C z ) l l
r R






and it follows that 
1 0 2






From Lemma 3 we have then pex/X £ p+e 
For an infinite sequence of values ofn-(7) holds and for each such 
value we choose R so that */  = en/(p-e).  Then from Lemma 2 we have for 








 .  
R /p pe 
and we have that T>_ A(Y-E)/(pe).  Since E is arbitrary in the inequalities 
y-e <_  ̂ -y- <_ y+e 
we have established that p = pex/X and the proof is complete.  
The next lemma is a restatement of results established in [4,  pages 68 
through 76].  
LEMMA 6 .  Let C be a closed limited point set whose complement is 
connected and regular.  Then given  there is a polynomial p (z) degree m 
JN • 
so that the interior o£ the 1 
r = {z | |p Cz)j = a} u
 7U 





where d (C) is the transfinite diameter of the set C .  If |jq (z) | |
r
<L m L  
,m 
then | |q.  (z) | |
r
 ± LR where m is the degree of the polynomial q (z) 
m m 
and is the level curve of the modulus of the mapping function associated 
wi th C .  
The proof is not repeated here.  T̂ .e intuitive content of this lenna is that the 
boundary of C cn.n >c approxinatcd to wi thine by IS-'niSaar&s'  and ,  further this 
lemniscate is relate? '  to the transfinite diameter of C .  





\b 'n n .  \ bn / r'  \
D n n






where b,b ' ,c,c ' >o.  Then given e>o we have for n sufficiently large 
.bn 
and for an infinite sequence of values of n 
The proof of this lemma is a straightforward exercise in manipulating 
infinite series.  
THE MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM 1.  Let C be a closed bounded point set whose complement is 
connected and regular and let d^tC) be the transfinite diameter of C .  Given 
f[z) defined on C ,  then for the sequence of polynomials P*(z) of degree n of 
best approximation to f(z) on C we have 
C9) Lim nVP | | fC
2
) - P*(z)! | J
/ n
 = d J C ) (cpr) ^ 
if and only if f(z) is entire of order p>o and type
That is to say that f(z) may be analytically extended to the whole complex plane 
so as to be entire of order p and type .  
Proof.  V.'e establish the if part first .  Let C
R
 denote the level curves of 
the modulus of the mapping function associated with the domain C .  
Given £>o there is a lemniscate T
a
 = { |  |p (z) |  = a} so that 
a) r is interior to C .  and exterior to C
T 
J
 a 1+e 1 
X 
b) a < [d CC)(l+e)] 
12 
where A is the degree of p(z) arid C^ corresponds to the boundary of C .  Since 
I k(z) I l
c
 ± j leCz) I l
r





(f , z) = I q
k
(z) p(z)
k _ 1 
k=l 













- ' < I ( m j ^ 
a k=n a k=n \ / 








 / " \
 n 
A(k+n) ) (n+k j 
The ratio test shows that the infinite series on the right converges,  and is 
l+o(l) as n tends to infinity.  Thus we have 
| |f(z) - S
n




' Y l S
I
)
P C 1 +
°
t l } ) 
a I 
Note that S^(f,z) is a polynomial
 p
m
(z) of degree m = An and that 
a
n




 and hence 
jn 




 < [ d J Q ] ™ (l+o(l)) (l+e^ot 
a
 111 






^ | | f(z)-P
n









Observe that as e tends to zero then the nor-,  on T
a
 ccr.verpes to that 
on C and the right side of this relation converges to the right side of 
(9).  
13 
In order to complete the first part of the proof,  we must show that the limit 
in (9) is not a smaller constant than stated ,  say 
(10) c =(EPr[d ( C ) } V (l~n) 




)J polynomials of degree 
m which achieves the constant (10).  We have then 
CO 







and m m — 
c^P |f tz). I (P





i ( J 
k=o 
We apply Lemma 7 to see that this series converges absolutely and we may 
rewrite it as follows 
An-1 
W " = I ^ ^ Z J P U J ^
1 











> = l ,  k=o k=l 
An 
- 1 
Consider then the inequality 
n .  .  Xn-1 
(12) | |f(i) - I Qj,(2)p(z) ||
 1
| | f(z)- I (.\+1M-Pk(z))\\c 
k=l
 v
 C k=o 
k = 1
 An 




.  The left hand 
side may be estimated from the fact that f(z) is entire of order p ant
1
 type t 
by - means of Lemmas 5 ,  6 and 7.  






 • then 
a 






 i l l^w l l j .  
a 
(see Lemma page 77 of [4]̂ .  We use Lemma 6 to estimate p(z) similarly and 
obtain | |p(z)j |  L 
(
(C) (1-e) We now apply Lemna 7 to see that the left 





 d j o j ^ V
1 
Thus we have ,  comparing these upper ud lower bounds ,  
An 
( l - e J ^ V
1
 < (1- n)
p
 (l+(n+l) (1+ ) a"
1
] 
Recall that n is fixed ,  but e is arbi trary .  Cleaily we can choose e so that 
2 ~ 
(1-e) >(l-n)P and a contradiction is reached .  This concludes the first 
part of the proof.  
We now show that (9) implies that f(z) is entire of order p and type t .  
The analysis is simi lar to that starting at (11) above and we have ,  simi lar to 
(12), n An-1 














+ 11 I ( V n ^ - ^ I P ^ ^ H c 
k=l 
1 




 and by hypothesis the first term on the right is less 
An " 
than (r-̂ - ) - The estimate above shows that ,  for n and X sufficient ly 
Xn 














 < [1+(n+l) (l+e)a~*J
 p 
k=l 
It follows from Lemma 7 then ,  for k sufficnelty large,  
Xn .  
H V W ^ I I r < ( £ > ' ' " ' " " ' L I R '
 1 
a (1-e) 
We have from this 
P 




 < ^ ,  
n+~ a X(l-e) 
Since n is arbi trary ,  i t follows from Lemma 5 that f(z) is of order p
1
,  T '  where 
p'fip and ,  if p '= p ,  < .  
VJe see that if p '<p we have directly from Lemma 4 and Lemma 7 that 
n k-1 ~ 
I l
f




 = o [ ( ^ )
 p
'  } 
k-1 
and contradicts the defini t ion of P^ ' z) which do not achieve this order of 
m 
convergence.  Thus we have p ' =p .  Now a direct appl ication of Lemma 5 and 
Lemma 7 shows that if T '<T we again contradict the defini t ion of P
+
(z) as best jn 
approximations to f(z) on C .  This concludes the proof .  
EXTENSION TO RATIONAL APPROXIMATION OF FUNCTIONS WITH ESSENTIAL SINGULARITIES .  
In this final section we point out that this analysis can be extended to cover 
rat ional approximation of functions wi th certain kinds of essent ial singulari t ies,  
No at tempt is made to obtain results as sharp as Theorem 1 ,  we merely indicate 
the degree of convergence possible .  
Let z
Q




| =e} and 
= | | f(z) | |  • The following defini t ion generalizes the concept of order 
u 
e 
of an entire funct ion .  
16 
DEFINITION.  The order of f(z) at Z
q
 is 
— log lO" life) p = Lim — ^ — i — i — 
e+o log e 
An analysis simi lar to parts of the proof of Theorem 1 leads to 
THEOREM 2 .  Assume f(z) has a finite number of singularities of order 
p or less,  p>o ,  none of which lie in C .  C is as in Theorem 1 .  Then there 
exists a sequence of rational functions of total degree n and a constant 
A so that 
| |f(z) - R
n
( z ) | ! j
/ n
i A n "
1 / p
.  
REMARKS ON APPLICATIONS .  The most common application occurs when C is 
[a,b],  a case already considered in [2].  We note that the transfinite 
diameter of an interval is one quarter of its length,  i .e.  (b-a/,4.  We 
may use the above results to compare the best approximations with the Taylor ' s 
series expansions.  Assume f(z) is entire of order p and let 
E
T ( n





 "[a , b] 
E* = | |fCz) - I P*(*) | | r





where P„ (z) is the term of degree n in the taylor ' s series expansion about 
i ,n 
(a+b)/2.  V.'e have then 
1 
COROLLARY ..  n 
E,  '  
Lim T,m ,  = 2 
E* n 
17 
Thus the best approximations do bet ter than the Taylor ' s series expansion by 
a factor of the order of 2~n. This difference is exhibited for even very 
small values of n for the common ent ire functions e.g .  sin(x),  e .  
We see for approximations on disks that power series expansions give 
the same degree of approximation as the best approximat ions.  
The next most interesting region for applications is the rectangle.  
Theorem 1 implies that one may obtain the best degree of convergence by simple 
expansion in terms of a polynomial which defines a lemniscate which approximate 
w e n the rectangle.  Thus a pract ical procedure would seem to be to obtain 
such a lemniscate and associated polynomial and then obtain the expansion 
in terms of this polynomial by telescoping the Taylor ' s series expansion .  A 
little reflection shows that this approach is equally applicable to the 
approximation of analytic functions in general .  
Final ly ,  we note that Theorem 2 implies that there are rational 
approximations of total degree n which approximate cosh(-^) on the interval 
e n 
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